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Introductory Note

Two important papers on the role of CD73, one of the
enzymes involved in adenine nucleotide metabolism,
have recently been published in two high level impact
journals: The New England Journal of Medicine and The
Journal of Clinical Investigation. One of these article
deals with the involvement of CD73 in vascular calcifica-
tion and the other one with the potential role in tumor
growth. These new studies have great relevance for the
development of novel therapeutic approaches to cardio-
vascular diseases and cancer. The highlights of these
articles follow where these new findings are extensively
and critically discussed.
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Article summary

This landmark manuscript by St. Hillaire et al implicates
CD73 in adult onset vascular calcification [1]. St. Hillaire
and colleagues present translational work that identifies
hitherto unknown recessive mutations in NT5E amongst
patients with a shared phenotype, namely delayed vascular
calcification. In a series of elegant experiments, they
demonstrate a functional defect in CD73, recapitulate that
defect by transferring the mutation in NT5E to previously
unaffected cells and then repair the functional defect using
both genetic rescue and by circumventing the pathway with
exogenous adenosine.
Vascular calcification is known to be associated with an
excess risk of cardiovascular events and has been linked
to common, clinically important diseases such as diabetes
and renal disease [2]. The role of purinergic signalling in
the pathogenesis of vascular calcification was first suggested
by the study of idiopathic infantile arterial calcification,
an autosomal recessive disease caused by a loss-of-
function mutation in the ectonucleotide pyrophosphatase–
phosphodiesterase 1 gene (ENPP1), which generates
pyrophosphate and AMP from ATP [3]. The published
case series by St. Hillaire et al identifies nine persons from
three families with calcifications of lower-extremity
arteries and hand and foot joint capsules [1]. Each related
a medical history and examination consistent with reduced
peripheral blood flow manifested as pain with activity,
also known as claudication. Imaging techniques confirmed
the widespread, circumferential deposition of calcium
along the (primarily infrarenal) peripheral arterial tree.
Genomic analysis yielded a series of NT5E mutations each
of which resulted in non-functional CD73. For example,
the five affected members of family 1 shared a single
22.4-Mb region of homozygosity on chromosome 6 and had
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a homozygous nonsense mutation (c.662 C→A, p.S221X)
in NT5E. Family 2’s affected members were homozygous
for a missense mutation (p.C358Y) and the lone affected
member of family 3 had one copy of NT5E with a
frameshifted premature stop codon and one copy of p.C358Y.
None of the heterozygous family members share the
phenotype of vascular calcification. Cultured fibroblasts
from affected members of “Family 1” show markedly
reduced expression of NT5E messenger RNA, CD73
protein and enzyme activity, as well as increased alkaline
phosphatase levels and accumulated calcium phosphate
crystals. Genetic-type “rescue” experiments normalized
the CD73 and alkaline phosphatase activity in patients’
cells, and adenosine treatment decreased the levels of
alkaline phosphatase and calcification.

Commentary

There are other purinergic-type ectoenzymes, which are
expressed by the vasculature. Among these, CD39, the
product of ectonucleoside triphosphate diphosphohydrolase
1 (ENTPD1) is responsible for the conversion of ATP to
ADP and AMP (whereas NT5E encodes CD73, which
converts AMP to adenosine). Adenosinergic/purinergic
signalling along the arterial tree, modulated by CD39 and
CD73, has been implicated in vascular injury [4–6]. ADP
mediated platelet activation plays a central role in
thrombogenesis and vascular inflammation and blocking
this effect has saved countless lives [7]. Indeed, myocardial
infarction and stroke, the condicio sine qua non of
vascular injury, are both prevented and treated using
irreversible P2Y12 inhibitors, namely clopidogrel and,
recently, prasugrel [8, 9]. Vascular injury of this sort is
considered a consequence of unfettered inflammation,
which, in turn, has been implicated in the pathogenesis
of diabetes, renal disease, atheroscleosis and vascular
calcification [10].

Important insights, possible caveats and future
directions for research

Research on adenosinergic mechanisms of inflammation
is growing and as it is found to be of importance in such
interconnected, perhaps mutually dependent conditions, it
helps unify the clinical picture. Take, for example,
ENTPD-1 deletion (i.e. CD39 null), this results in
hepatic insulin resistance in murine models [11] and
CD39 expression has been shown to correlate with fasting
plasma glucose and haemoglobin A1C levels in humans.
[12] Similarly, ENTPD-1 impacts diabetic nephropathy in
murine models and functional polymorphisms of the gene
also appear to influence renal outcomes in African
Americans with diabetes [13–15].

Against the backdrop of burgeoning indirect evidence,
this work by St. Hillaire et al indicates that purinergic
mechanisms directly impact vascular endothelial health.
Yet, vascular calcification is a common lesion downstream
of separate but convergent disease processes. It is
important to recognize that while vascular calcifications
can arise from single gene mutations encoding critical
elements of purine metabolism – as they have in these
rare, isolated cases – they arise in common diseases,
such as diabetes and renal disease, which, while certainly
multifactorial, possibly share purinergic mechanisms
underpining the pathophysiology. St. Hillaire and colleagues
have proposed that decreased adenosine generation
secondary to failure of ecto-5`-nucleotidase expression
on vascular cells, which in turn increases tissue non-
specific alkaline phosphatase (TNAP). Increased TNAP
activity could certainly clear pyrophosphate generated by
ENPP1 and might mimic outcomes of the more severe
form of vascular calcification noted in generalized
arterial calcification of infancy; the latter characterized
by mutations in ENPP1 and low generation rates of
pyrophosphate ab initio [3]. Although deletion of Enpp1
in mice models disease in infancy with soft tissue and
arterial medial calcification associated with ectopic osteo-
chondral differentiation [16–18], it seems that Cd73
deletion in mice does not result in similar phenotypes
[16, 18–20].
The authors are to be congratulated on this important
clinical discovery. However, it is also feasible that other
factors are at play given the delayed manifestations of
clinical vascular disease in middle age, as observed here in
NT5E deficiency.
First, we infer that the dominant ectonucleotidase in
both vascular endothelium and smooth muscle is CD39
[6, 21, 22]. CD39 would generate free phosphate and
nucleoside phosphates, unlike the ENPP1 ectoenzyme,
and not produce pyrophosphate per se. Hence, using
fibroblasts with typically limited CD39 expression to
study impact of NT5E deletion on calcification as done
by St. Hilaire et al, although understandable, may not be
the appropriate system to study vascular injury.
Secondly, it is feasible that pyrophosphate might only
be a substantive product of extracellular nucleotides in
those vascular tissues where CD39 bioactivity is
altered as in atherosclerosis [23], sepsis [24], transplant
chronic rejection [25] or in the setting of genetic poly-
morphisms with altered ecto-enzymatic activity [14].
Such a scenario with altered CD39 bioactivity might
explain the unusual distribution of arterial calcification
seen in NT5E deficiency seen in this highly interesting
publication.
Third, loss of CD39 bioactivity with accumulation of ATP
and other nucleoside triphosphates may be expected to
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result in local ‘feed-forward inhibition’ of NT5E [26]. This
interaction has the potential to cause secondary inhibition
of adenosine generation with associated arterial calcifica-
tion as noted here, even in individuals with potentially
normal genetic studies.
Finally, we note one conundrum with the proposed
model linking adenosinergic effects to TNAP. While
physiologic levels of pyrophosphate may inhibit generation
of hydroxyapatite crystal, this metabolite may also serve as a
reservoir for generation of phosphate with pro-calcification
potential. Therefore, it is feasible that excessive concentra-
tions of extracellular pyrophosphate, mediated in part by
upregulated ENPP1 expression might even stimulate vascular
calcification, as noted in cartilage models [17]. Curiously,
levels of ENPP1 appear low in calcified atherosclerotic
plaque [27].
Clearly, this publication raises many interesting issues and
provides important insights for further study.

Highlight N. 2: Extracellular adenosine in cancer
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Article summary

Here, Wang et al. have shown that purinergic mechanisms
are intimately involved in the regulation of tumor growth
[28]. The authors show a survival benefit for Cd73 null
mice bearing transplanted tumors, when compared to wild
type mice. Based on previous experiments, showing that
deletion of Cd73 on tumor cells significantly improves
anti-tumor T cell immunity [29], they have also challenged
Cd73 null mice with CD73siRNA or control siRNA
transfected tumor cells. Optimal anti-tumor effect is
clearly achieved in Cd73 null mice transplanted with
CD73siRNA transfected tumors.
Experiments with bone marrow chimeric mice (wild type
in wild type, wild type in Cd73, and vice versa) reveal
that CD73 expression patterns on both hematopoietic and
non-hematopoietic cells contribute to the control of
tumor growth. CD8+ cells are found in tumors at 12 days
after tumor inoculation at higher numbers in Cd73 null
mice, when compared to wild type mice. Experiments
using deleting antibodies indicate that the survival benefit

of Cd73 null mice is CD8+ cell dependent (rather than
CD4+, NK or B cells). These data suggest the central
importance of CD73-mediated hydrolysis of extracellular
AMP to adenosine on transplanted tumor cells and by
recipient cells.
The authors also study the role of CD73 in adhesion and
migration in homing of T cells to tumors, in vitro and in
vivo. Exposure of endothelial cells to 5 -adenosine mono-
phosphate (5 -AMP) or adenosine-5 N-ethylcarboxamide
(NECA) attenuates T cell adhesion, whereas adenosine
5′-(α,β-methylene)diphosphate (APCP) restored this.
Transmigration of T cells across endothelial cells was
shown to be impacted by CD73-mediated hydrolysis of
extracellular AMP to adenosine in vitro. Experiments
using specific and non-specific A2 receptor agonists
suggest that T cell homing is largely mediated by A2B-type
receptors. The authors further examine the role of CD73 on
modulating tumor infiltating regulatory T cells (tumor Tregs)
interactions with effector T cells. Importantly, Cd73 null
effector T cells did not show any changes in mediating
anti-tumor responses. CD4+ tumor Tregs directly inhibited
CD8+ T cell functions, such as interferon-gamma (IFN-γ)
production, and consequently CD8+ T cell-mediated
anti-tumor effects in a CD73-dependent manner. As
expected, adoptive transfer of wild type Tregs, but not
Cd73 null Tregs, abrogate the tumor escape mechanisms
seen in Cd73 null mice.

Commentary

This study suggests well-coordinated immune purinergic
responses to tumor progression. Most importantly, this
study shows that both local and systemic production of
adenosine by CD73 (in tandem with CD39) might modulate
anti-tumor responses in vivo.
These novel data suggest that both cancer cells and
host-derived cells cooperatively mediate tumor immune
evasion, and that this occurs in an CD73-dependent
manner.

Important insights, possible caveats and future
directions for research

In this work, bone marow-derived cells, inclusive of
CD4+CD25+ Tregs, are shown to suppress systemic T cell
expansion and effector functions. In contrast, tumor resident
cells (TEC), e.g. endothelial cells, impact T cell functions
locally by limiting their homing to tumors. Curiously, bone
marrow derived cell compartments also contain CD39+ and
CD73+ mesenchymal stromal cells (MSC). Immunomodula-
tory properties of MSCs might be also mediated through
adenosine signaling [30]. Further, although controversial, in
the setting of inflammation endothelial cells (EC) at defined
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vascular beds may arise from hematopoietic progenitor cells
[31]. See Fig. 1 for schema.
Several papers have been recently published indicating
that scavenging of extracellular ATP and the production
of adenosine have direct effects on tumor growth and
spread of metastases [32, 33]. Functionally active CD39
and CD73 are expressed by regulatory types of immune
cells, e.g. Tregs [34]. Recent papers have shown that Tregs
promote metastatic tumor growth in a manner dependent
upon the expression of CD39 and the generation of
adenosine [32].
Here, the authors clearly show that CD73 expression
inhibits anti-tumor immune responses. Homing was also
shown to be dependent on A2B receptor pathways,
albeit whether or not through cAMP-dependent pathways
remains uncertain at this time [28]. The witnessed
effects could be related to adenosinergic/purinergic
modulation of leukocyte homing or possibly even to
induction of apoptosis. ATP effects via P2X7 death
receptor activation; as well as adenosine have been
associated with apoptosis. Specifically, A2A receptor
stimulation which inhibits the activation of virtually
all tested functions of T-cells can further induce
apoptosis in thymocytes. In an environment where

there is a lot of cell turnover and death (as in tumors),
adenosine may induce such effects. This apoptotic
pathway is coupled to adenylate cyclase activation,
induction of the regulatory Nur77 transcription factor,
and the pro-apoptotic Bim [35]. CD73 deletion (as would
CD39 deletion) might be conceived of as “leukocyte
protective” by limiting the generation of fluxes of
extracellular adenosine levels in much the same way as
adenosine deaminase activity might.
Adenosinergic effects on leukocyte extravasation, Treg-
mediated supression of antitumor T cell expansion and
effector functions are already established. However, this
outstanding paper contains elegant experimentation and
provides important insights into the biology of CD73 in
cancer. Crucially, this work [28] is also further validated
and confirmed by Stagg et al. [36]. It appears from both
studies that CD73 may be targeted on tumor cells, Tregs
and potentially nonhematopoietic cells in the promotion of
immune responsiveness.
In conclusion, these recent publications dealing with CD73
raise many interesting issues and provide important insights
into the development of future adjunct therapies in cancer.
Generation of adenosine by CD73 (together with CD39)
results in decreased effector functions of CD8 T cells
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Fig. 1 Scheme of purinergic signaling pathways in cancer
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as well as limiting their homing to tumors by
decreasing expression of adhesion molecules (see text
for details).
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